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1. Introduction and Background
In 2007, WLTP chose as its sites for the new Emthonjeni phase of its programme, the home
areas of three Grail members, Hlokozi, Centocow and KwaMashu in KwaZulu Natal, South
Africa, and selected twenty Pre-teen (aged 8-12) and twenty Teenage Girls (14-19) from each
area to take part in the programme. Three of these girls are now WLTP staff members.
During the ensuing years, many girls and young women have participated in a wide range of
activities relating to many topics. These topics have in the past few years become
consolidated in a holistic way under THREE inter-related themes: Feminism and Gender;
Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation; Restoration of Biodiversity. The choice of where
to place certain activities is difficult, but we invite our readers to read about the WLTP
highlights of 2019.under these 3 themes. WLTP received a substantial grant in 2019 from a
new funder, Foro Internacionalis de Mujeres Indigenas FIMI (International Indigenous
Women’s Forum). That grant enabled WLTP to add a fourth theme: Reclaiming Our
Indigenous Identity

2. Feminism and Gender
WLTP has continued to organise girls and young women in the three areas, Hlokozi,
Centocow and KwaMashu. The early groups of Pre-teen and Teenage girls have grown up
and are either doing tertiary studies or are in their first career placements. WLTP added a new
group, Authentic African Young Women (AAYW), to cater for this Development in the
programme’s life.
Gender Theory of Change: Girls and Young Women who receive training skills and equal
opportunities amplify their voices and become powerful agents of change.
Gender Objectives:
 To train girls and young women to analyse how patriarchy
impacts on them from a young age, reducing them to
servitude and invisibility.
 To build girls’ leadership skills, self-esteem and
assertiveness.
 To partner with boys and young men in modelling equity in
relationships and in social structures.

Work with Young Women
A Workshop for Authentic African Young Women (AAYW) January 2019
In January, 30 young women gathered for a workshop on Indigenous Knowledge (IK) and
indigenous identity. The workshop was facilitated by Sibongile Mtungwa and Audrey
Mboweni from Limpopo, a former WLTP participant and staff member. The content included
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familiarising the AAYW with the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People
(UNDRIP), its definition of “an indigenous person” and its mechanisms at the UN for
ensuring their rights.
A Whats App group allowed participants to continue to
communicate with one another and the AAYW left the
workshop with an assignment to do research on rituals
related to women, girls, security and food production,
gender, climate change, water and ecosystems.
The research has shown that there is a huge difference
between young women in cities and those in rural areas
regarding their knowledge about and enthusiasm for
rituals and cultural celebrations. Those in rural areas have a better knowledge and are keen to
understand more. They have heard about and have taken part in rituals while only a few in
urban townships have, and they had less understanding about why they were participating.
The young women in the rural areas are better informed about gender and water rituals, but
had little knowledge about rituals related to planting and harvesting, underlining how
alienated young people are from land and food production.
The Young women’s research has been incorporated into the publication, “YaThsonga ke
iMbokodzo”. The Grinding Stone Remembers.

Workshops and meetings with Teenage and Pre-teen Girls
Many girls and their parents value what WLTP offers and workshops and home meetings are
well-attended. Workshops are held 3 times a year and home meetings monthly or bi-monthly.

Topics covered are related to the themes or to particular issues that the girls might present.
What follows are selections from 2019 workshops.

Teenage Girls’ Workshops
Centocow Teenagers’ Group 18th – 20th October 2019
The Devon Centocow - Link supported WLTP to enable the teenage girls from the amaKhuze
Tribal Authority in Centocow to discover their leadership to deal with issues of gender and
patriarchy that affect their education. In this specific area, ukuthwala, abduction of girls for
marriage, is common and normalised as culture. This harmful practice has affected many
girls resulting in them not finishing their primary and secondary education. Despite the
campaigns against abduction for marriages that WLTP ran in 2010-2014, the amaKhuze areas
still have cases of abduction and the practice is still accepted by many families. Teachers
experience threats when they report the ‘missing children’ and are reminded that their role is
to educate and not to interfere with the culture of the area.
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WLTP first worked in the amaKhuze area in 1994, but in recent years moved to other parts of
Centocow. With Devon Centocow – Link’s good coordination, the workshop rekindled the
past relationships that WLTP had with individuals, schools and other organisations like
Creighton Sunflower and the Family Literacy Project. Young women who have been to
WLTP workshops and are now working as teachers, were among those who helped to select
the learners from 4 schools and mentored these girls after the workshop.
Workshop Content and evaluatory remarks by the participants
Who Am I? Gender and Sex; Patriarchy; Leadership; Consumerism, Social Media and TV,
Alcohol abuse.
There were lots of discussions around why it is important to understand gender and sex. This
led to understanding patriarchy as a system that mixes gender and sex to advance the notion
of men being powerful and women being powerless. Patriarchy is an ancient, social system
that advances men’s views and pushes men to seek superiority and have the right to oppress
women and girls. It is very difficult to dismantle it because of institutions that uphold it,
families, schools, religion and communities. Boys who want to do good also suffer from
patriarchy because they get punished if they don’t do as the other men do.
The girls did very good role plays showing how patriarchy is passed down through society.
The role play on marriages was the highlight as it showed how women themselves oppress
other women. Girls identified health institutions as patriarchal and unsafe for them. They are
likely not to go to clinics because they cannot talk to the male nurses, while female nurses are
judgemental, insult and scold them, and lack confidentiality.
The workshop was very successful as borne out by the girls’ evaluations:
“I learnt how social media can damage the image and self-esteem of girls especially when
girls are portrayed in porn.” Nokuthula Nene
“I learnt that as girls we are oppressed in so many ways not just in my community but
worldwide. I was in pain seeing how much we are undermined as girls and young women
even though we do a lot of work to sustain our families.” Amanda Zulu

“I learnt how TV can be addictive, take our time and distract
us from our values and goals. I also didn’t know that people
who make programmes make money and that we are
consumers of their opinions.” Aviwe Nzimande

“I heard about patriarchy for the first time. I was surprised to see that it is the way almost all
societies in the world are and that it governs everyone, men, women and children. I learnt
that patriarchy is normalised through gender and culture and that we should fight it for
society to be safer for all. I realised that even the earth is treated and abused just as
patriarchy does to women and girls.” Nomfundo Mbhele
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“I learnt to analyse the role of social media like Facebook and soapies. Many of them are not
educational. Instead they are pushing the agenda and culture that might be dangerous for
youth and children.” Avela Mbanjwa
“I didn’t know how much women are oppressed by men in the world. I thought this was a
South African, Black people’s problem.” Ntombenhlanhla Mlitwa
“I understand that I am a young woman and I have the right to love myself even under
difficult circumstances. I understand I have a right not to be abducted and get married,
because that will destroy my dreams.” Ntombenhlanhla Mlitwa
“I have made a decision not to fall pregnant as I want to take care of my parents, as they
have taken care of me.” Sphosethu Sabela
“I have decided that I will speak to someone I trust about my problems instead of thinking
about taking my life.” Nqobile Mnguni
“It is a great status in my community to be abducted for marriage and or get married at an
early age while still attending school. However, that can have negative effects on my health
and education and my dreams can be jeopardised. I am not going to allow the pressure of
early marriage because now I am clear on how my life may suffer as a result of these
pressures.” Thandolwethu Hlubi
“I would do anything and everything in my power to help the girls that might allow
themselves to be abducted and be married at a younger age, to understand that they are
robbing themselves of their freedom to be young and of the possibilities of creating their own
future.” Andiswa Mbambo
Many girls were concerned about what to do when boys and young men touch their private
parts. They don’t like it but cannot say no because they will get many insults. This makes
them lose self-confidence and self esteem.
Girls’ Workshop in Baynesfield, 2-3 November 2019
The aim of the workshop was: to explore aspects of Culture and Heritage through embracing
Indigenous Knowledge (IK) that is life giving today.
Participants identified people, rivers, animals, plants, mountains, rocks as indigenous and
language, culture, values, identity, dress, understanding and food as informing indigenous
people. Most did not consider themselves indigenous because they were modern. They
regarded their grandparents as indigenous. Some of them had heard about Khoi and San
people but did not think that they were related to them. The San/Bushmen Rock Art paintings
of the Maloti Drakensberg Park UNESCO World Heritage Site is their heritage and all of the
girls live within 50 km of the Park, but have never visited it. WLTP encourages youth to visit
these historical sites so that they can reclaim them as part of their identity.
Those who take History are labeled as less intelligent with no future in the modern society.
Girls were helped to understand that indigenous is more than dress, food and traditional
dance. It can be proven through DNA and history as well. People in the Harry Gwala region
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have had DNA tests to show that they have San genes. They heard the story of a San young
woman who worked with WLTP in the past. It was explained how Colonialism affected the
indigenous people of many countries including South Africa and how Apartheid further
separated people from one another through laws like the Group Areas Act.
The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People (UNDRIP) defines
indigenous people. The girls were encouraged to reclaim their indigeneity.
See the rituals that are described elsewhere in this report and the publication “YaThsonga ke
iMbokodzo”. The Grinding Stone Remembers that is being produced. See 8 below.
Other workshop topics were Rape, the Wheel of Fundamental Human Needs; Women’s
Rights and Women’s Health - Food Security and Nutrition. Currently WLTP uses IK and
Agroecology principles to tackle food sovereignty problems in households. However, many
girls regard working on land as work for uneducated and older people. A balanced diet using
indigenous foods was recommended.
Comments from the evaluation
Hlengiwe Dlamini, “I should be very careful
of where I am and with whom at any given
time since in most cases girls are raped by
people they know or are related to.”
Thandolwethu Hlubi, “I learnt about the
different types of rape and that I should not
wash my body and clothes until SAPS have all
the needed evidence.”

“As girls we are protected from abduction and early marriages by the SA Constitution. It is
my right to have a copy of the Constitution. I must not be trapped by the community’s views
but fight for what I believe in and never lose focus to reach my destination. I am motivated
not to drown in the pool of poverty of lack of understanding,” Nobuhle Khathi.
“I feel pain that I have not put effort into understanding my identity. I am blessed with the
most knowledgeable grandfather who might disappear any time as he is getting older,”
Amanda Zulu
“I will embrace my identity and protect it from other lifestyles, for example I should be proud
of my hair and not try to look like an Indian or White when I am neither,” Nqobile Mnguni.
“I know the difference between needs and wants and why I should choose true satisfiers of
my needs,” Nomfundo Mbhele.
“I learnt how Africa was colonised and divided so that we can hate ourselves and each other
to become easily overpowered by the cultures introduced to us,” Andiswa Mbambo.
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The Way Forward
These girls are beginning to love and celebrate who they are, and be inspired to do more.
They will become good leaders with integrity.
A Workshop for Boys, Camp Jonathan March 2019
WLTP works with boys to raise their understanding of how patriarchy determines gender
roles and curtails the full potential of both boys and girls. Boys for example are much more
respected than girls in many families, so they can influence the decisions of the adults, to
benefit both sexes.
The workshop was designed to conscientise 20 boys from the 3 areas on gender equality and
equity. They were empowered to find ways to dismantle patriarchy and pave new ways of
equitable, equal, inclusive and safe communities for girls in South Africa. The boys gave
examples of how their parents discriminate against their sisters. They were encouraged to
create a better society for all, by modelling healthy relationships with girls, women and
nature.
As a follow-up, they planned campaigns in schools to address teenage pregnancies, alcohol
and drug abuse.

3. Climate Change (CC) Mitigation and Adaptation
Climate Change Theory of Change: Girls and Women can contribute significantly to a
Climate Just Transition from fossil fuels during the coming decade, by linking their local
activism to strategic partnerships with larger networks and movements.
Climate Change Objectives:
*To train Girls and Young Women in Climate Science, Advocacy and Activism against CC.
*To enhance mitigation and adaptation strategies through Agroecological food production
with women and girls.
There has been a focus on Climate Change work during 2019.

Girls’ Climate Change Advocacy
Climate Change Research
WLTP undertook a Research Project with girls living in 3 areas of Kwa Zulu Natal:
Centocow and Hlokozi in Harry Gwala, one of the poorest district municipalities in the
country, and in very under-resourced areas of Ward 41 in KwaMashu, Durban. The
research aimed to enable the girls, who will suffer most from Climate Change, to engage with
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National, Provincial and Municipal water structures to lobby for better Climate Change
Adaptation in their areas.
A secondary aim was to involve girls in networking with Civil Society formations on a
national and international level to pressure the Parties to address Climate Change by
increasing their Nationally Determined Contributions.
Baseline Survey. WLTP conducted a baseline survey with sample groups of 10-14 and 15-19
year old girls, in 6 schools. There were 85 girls in all, half of whom were members of WLTP
Emthonjeni groups. .
Analysis of Findings from Interviews and Focus Group Discussions (FGD)
Many younger girls understood something about CC, but they had difficulty in demonstrating
a good level of consciousness. Some still believe that God is responsible for it while others
believe it is other people or that CC is beyond their control. Girls were keen to do something
because they have experienced Climate Change affecting them negatively. Some girls have
adopted steps like not to use hair relaxers, fibre extensions and to use ozone-friendly products
which is recommendable for their age group.
Some individuals who have stopped using fossil-fuel-based products, find it difficult to keep
to their decisions. Some are involved in Agroecology gardens trained by their parents and
grandparents. In this way girls are learning what they can do at household level about CC.
Water especially has made them reflect deeply about how girls suffer more than boys during
water shortages.

The gender component was also explained to show inequality. “During times of drought,
some boys take wheelbarrows to fetch water, but girls are traditionally expected to carry
water on their heads. That means boys can carry more than one 25 litre container of water at
a time. “Boys are traditionally not encouraged to fetch water if there is a girl in their families,
even though most of them are no longer herding livestock. “My family does not encourage my
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brother to fetch water because it is a girl and woman’s task. He has all the time to do what he
wants to do and does not even help with house chores.”
The support that girls get from municipalities is limited especially in rural areas. They tried
some initiatives but were made to wait for a long period to have their waste collected.
The stories of ‘Fetching Water in rural areas’ by girls is not told in these communities.
Households, schools and communities have histories of perpetuating gender imbalance when
it comes to fetching water. They don’t challenge the gender stereotypes that girls have to
fetch water and they overlook and endorse cases of harassment and abduction for marriages.
With longer distances to fetch water, new forms of girl harassment (verbal and bullying) have
emerged.
Education and Conscientisation. According to the IPCC Report (2018) the 12 years, to
reduce carbon emissions so that temperatures do not reach 1.5 degrees Celsius is the most
critical challenge. In 2030, these girls will be entering their most productive period as adults
and looking forward to building their own lives. Therefore, it is urgent to educate them about
CC, what causes it and how they can be involved in reducing it. This must be driven and
supported by the Municipalities, Provincial, National Governments and Civil Society.
The school curriculum should prepare girls now to bring science into their communities to
solve issues affecting and threatening their lives. Disaster Risk Reduction and Management
should be taught to all learners especially girls because they experience disasters in a unique
way and more than boys. The FGD revealed that schools were an important space for girls to
discuss CC issues. “The schools teach us to collect waste and save water in theory, but do
not have practical activities.”
Advocacy and Activism. Some girls have participated in activities organised by WLTP on
water, waste and awareness campaigns. Most had not heard of young people like Greta
Thunberg protesting and advocating for the Planet. Young people must network with others
around the world to pressure Governments and use their creativity and innovation to solve
CC. The participation of girls at UN level must be prioritised.
Gender Equality. Girls feel the intensity of Climate Change Impacts because of their gender
roles based on patriarchy and sometimes ageism. Girls take actions on Climate Change
collectively when supported by organisations like WLTP. Entities like municipalities, schools,
provincial and national governments were largely invisible in this study.
Knowledge about Climate Change
The girls expressed how their knowledge is perceived by their families and communities. “If
you say something about disposing of rubbish properly, you are told that you think you are
better than other people and you are full of yourself and you think you are more educated
than others”.
One participant said, “I have participated in workshops where I learnt
about CC. I was shocked to know that people are responsible for CC.”
Another added. “I learnt that plastic goes into the rivers and down to the
sea. We thought that the sea cleaned itself by returning the waste. I was
shocked to hear that the plastic forms a big island in the middle of the
ocean and that causes global warming.”
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The participants explained how they learned about CC. “I have learnt about Climate Change
through WLTP Emthonjeni workshops. That was the first time I heard about it.” Another
added,“We had a number of activities that we did with WLTP like cleaning up the streams,
cleaning up waste near Magidela shopping place and even in the dongas leading to the river.
We struggled to get the Municipality to fetch that waste because we are in a rural area.”
There were several answers that indicated that new members were a bit aware about CC even
though they were coming to the group for the first time. “Developed countries are
responsible for CC not us poor people, therefore they should do something about CC not us”.
One of the participants added, “Our level of pollution in rural areas is less than in townships
and cities. Cities and townships must be the ones stopping the air pollution.”
Personal Growth and Integration
Many girls have tried to reduce their use of products that contribute to CC. “I have stopped
using hair relaxers because they are by-products of fossil fuels and are not good for my skin
and health.”
“I learnt that fibre braids are a fossil fuel by-product and that it is plastic, so I have stopped
using them even though I used to like them.”
WLTP Emthonjeni Action and Young People’s Activism.
The older ones in the group showed understanding of what they have learnt in relation to CC.
“I participated in a group that spoke about water shortage in my community during drought.
We gathered around water sources and educated the community members.”
“Stream cleaning helped me to understand the bad consequences of CC for us girls who have
to walk long distances to fetch water.”
“Our water awareness campaign made us united as a group and people listened to us when
we showed them how precious water is.”
“Our parents have taught us to plant food gardens without using chemical fertilisers. In that
way we do not add carbon into the atmosphere, and we eat healthy quality food.”
The girls developed a submission that they wish to present to the Provincial Legislature.
WLTP has tried without success to make an appointment with the relevant politicians, but is
continuing to try to make contact.

KZN Climate Change Summit 14-15 August 2019
WLTP Staff members, Nontuthuko Xaba and Nomusa Mkhungo attended the Summit
called by the KZN Premier Mr Sihle Zikalala and the MEC for Economic Development,
Tourism and Environment Affairs, Ms Nomusa Dube Ncube, There were about 300
delegates from all spheres of Provincial and Local Government, academics, Civil Society and
traditional leaders. The aim was a concrete programme to combat CC in the KZN Province.
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The KZN Premier highlighted the need to mainstream mitigation and adaptation in KZN. He
drew attention to the CC “rain bomb” that caused floods that claimed the lives of 71 people.
The Biodiversity Group Discussion.
Nomusa joined the group asssigned to make plans to bring back biodiversity. Nomusa
stressed the need for Biodiversity and Climate Change to be mainstreamed in schools so that
all learners would understand the importance of preserving ecosystems. .
The Agriculture Group Discussion
Nontuthuko described the WLTP Agroecology work being done in Hlokozi and Centocow
and linked it to mitigation and adaptation. Most of the 25 people in the group were govt
officials and had never heard of Agroecology. Afterwards, a Nigerian professor from UKZN
who is a member of the IPCC, said he would like to send a PhD student to do research with
WLTP, as “you are using a unique approach to farming.” A woman from Umzinyathi
Municipality asked WLTP to teach women in their area this “unique” method of farming.
Evaluation
Some of the presentations were about improvements in the cities. Very few made links to
sustainability and CC mitigation and Adaptation in rural areas. Civil Society appears to be
way ahead of Govt in understanding how agriculture can find sustainable ways to mitigate
and adapt to CC. Civil Society and WLTP should be pro-active in identifying opportunities to
work with Government on CC work.
WLTP has already begun to work with the Nkosazana Dlamini Zuma Municipality.and has
attended meetings to deal with waste. The newly-appointed Environmental Manager, Lindiwe
Ndelu, noted that WLTP has more experience and passion for CC issues. She would like to
work with WLTP on CC, but “we do not have a policy on CC yet.”
Durban Climate Strike, 20 September 2019
22 Teenage girls in KwaMashu took part in the strike to join the worldwide protest on that
day. They marched with the understanding that Climate Change is caused by removing fossil
fuels from the soil. They carried posters saying: “Keep the oil in the soil.” They also
understand that when we throw rubbish anywhere, that can cause water pollution.
Durban Beach Clean Up, 21 September
2019
14 KwaMashu girls did a clean-up. They
found a lot of plastic and straws. Their
Coordinator educated them about the ocean
ecosystem, with corals, sea weed and other
creatures and how plastic and other toxic
material kill the creatures that absorb the
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carbon emitted by factories and car exhausts. They went swimming with that new awareness.
The group received a certificate of recognition for taking part in the clean-up.

The Agroecology Projects in Centocow and Hlokozi
Research on the Role of Rural Women in CC Adaptation August 2019
There have been discussions during the monthly Gardening Working Parties about the urgent
need to adapt to Climate Change. Gardeners have noticed that the Climate is changing and
that it is affecting their yields and cultivation rhythm. In 2019, the late Summer rains came in
torrents and made the soil too wet to till. This follows the scientific projections in the longrange “Wetting Scenario” for the Eastern part of the country. Later in early spring there was a
“drought”. In Zulu there is only one word for a dry season. The light rain that is expected in
August “Imbozisa Mhlanga” (the rain that softens the stalks for the cows to eat), did not
come. When the rains did come in October, there were not enough hands to prepare all the
land for planting.
Sbongile Mtungwa, the WLTP MD, did research with the women in the WLTP gardening
groups in Centocow and Hlokozi. She found that patriarchal systems determine women’s
participation in claiming land rights and ownership. For example, a woman requires her
husband’s permission to plant new fields and to change to a different crop (sorghum or millet
instead of maize). She is also not allowed to dig holes to plant trees. Patriarchy becomes a
hindrance to livelihood development and CC Adaptation. Once this permission is acquired
however, women show resilience in diversifying their sources of income according to the ed
at the prospect of planting sorghum on a larger scale next to their homes rather than in a
communal garden far away.
The Centocow group had a number of recipes related to sorghum: “I grew up cooking
sorghum for porridge; for lunch umcaba (cooked ground sorghum with sour milk, sorghum
dumplings and iqhumati (a popped sorghum snack). Sorghum was replaced by maize natural
resources available.
The gardeners understood the importance of planting heirloom crops like different kinds of
beans. Maize “colonised” Africa from Mexico and has become the staple food in many areas,
but it is not well-adapted to Climate Changing conditions and crop failures are already
occurring. Amabele and millet are more drought resistant and nutritious. The Hlokozi
gardeners have not used sorghum since their childhood. “We do not have the memory of
eating sorghum as a staple food.” The gardeners were happy to explore the planting of
sorghum and millet for their own consumption. They were excited, but I didn’t know that it
was a strategy to colonise Africa. I have not eaten sorghum for decades but my taste buds still
know how delicious sorghum is,”
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Other dishes were: Isinyelankobe (sorghum mixed with beans), Ugcado (popped sorghum as
a snack), sorghum bread, fermented sorghum for traditional beer, and inkobe zamabele
(boiled sorghum). For the Centocow group, the challenge was birds wiping out the crop.
“Ukulinga” UKZN Symposium 20-21 August 2019
Two gardeners, Nonkululeko Zulu from Centocow and Bonakele Ngcobo from Hlokozi
accompanied Nontuthuko Xaba and Nqobile Masuku, WLTP staff members to attend the
Symposium, which was organized by the University of KwaZulu Natal (UKZN) College of
Agriculture, Engineering and Science in Pietermaritzburg. Nontuthuko did a presentation on
how WLTP gardeners use Agroecology to adapt to and mitigate the climate crisis. Most of
the participants were UKZN students who were doing their Masters and PhDs.
Nontuthuko Xaba presents WLTP’s work on Agroecology at
the University of KwaZulu Natal Agricultural Symposium.
Photo: Nqobile Masuku

WLTP put across the message that Climate Change
knowledge can be simplified and shared with indigenous
or grassroots people. Many people wanted to work with
WLTP because the work is different and unique, in
combining gardening and Climate Change awareness
which most gardening projects, including the Umngeni
Resilience Project which is a UKZN project funded by the
Green Climate Fund, were not doing. These farmers use
conventional farming approaches with fossil-fuel-based
fertilisers, herbicides and pesticides.
Nontuthuko’s presentation came after the presentation on the Fourth Industrial Revolution
and robots. She had a different approach, looking at how important it is to integrate
technology and Indigenous Knowledge (IK) in promoting sustainable living to preserve the
environment. Nontuthuko was the only presenter to mention the IPCC’s predictions re 1.5
degrees. The WLTP presentation was a highlight for the audience and especially for Steve
Worth, the MC of the event, He called for Recognition of Prior Learning for people who
have not done academic study, but who are doing excellent work in the field.The women
gardeners were thus recognised in a large academic conference.This is significant for the
promotion of Agroecology and its links to IK especially in Africa.

Gardeners’ Climate Change Workshop

16-17 September 2019

The facilitators began by finding out from the 19 Gardener participants how much they
understood about the elements of the Universe, water, air, soil, and fire, and how pollution of
some elements is causing problems with fire, namely global warming.
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The facilitators presented a code showing the contrast on Planet Earth between 1740 and
2019. The code is available in Emthonjeni 2 on www.wltp.co.za This charácter was added to
the existing code:
Hairdresser: (She dries imaginary hair while making the sound of a hairdryer): “I make girls
and young women very happy with my products, the relaxers, weaves, braids, bonding and
wigs. I make them look very beautiful like celebrities. Of course I make a lot of money.”
During the Analysis of the Code the women responded as follows:
“We can relate to this code. We are able to see how our actions contribute to damaging the
environment.”
“We might not be the ones who are doing this directly, but we are responsible for it because
what these companies produce is for us. I have used fertilizer in the past not knowing about
its dangers. I was contributing directly and indirectly to air pollution and climate change.”
“Earth is crying. When we go to Durban I always see smoke from factories. I did not know
that it is damaging the Earth.”
“Climate Change is real. It pains my heart when I see people using chemical fertilizers, and
pesticides to grow their food, because we are the ones who are going to suffer.”
Related Problems
“Mam’Thoko told us that we are not going to be able to grow our own food in the future if
we don’t change and still use GMOs.”
“We are going to be sick if we are using all these chemicals. In Hlokozi.there is a family that
uses chemicals supplied by the government to grow soya beans. Now two family members
are sick. One has prostate cancer and the other has asthma.”
Another woman told a story about farmers near her who used GMOs. They had a great
harvest for two years running while they were still funded. In the third year when they were
expected to fund themselves there was no yield. But they had known about the danger of
GMOs.
Using simple tools, the facilitators helped the participants understand Climate Science.
The earth’s atmosphere can take only a certain amount of carbon and other greenhouse gases.
At the moment there are too many, parts per million(ppm), 412. The climate is changing
because too much carbon is causing global warming. Industries are producing carbon. The
carbon absorbs heat from the sun and stops the heat from escaping out of the atmosphere. The
participants’ bodies were used as an example. An individual’s body temperature should be
36.7 degrees C. Beyond that temperature, the person becomes very sick and can die. In the
same way, creatures on the Earth can take only limited heat. At present the temperature is 1.1.
degrees higher than it was before factories, industries and mines began pushing carbon and
other greenhouse gases into the atmosphere after 1740. The Earth’s atmosphere is warming.
Winter is getting warmer and summer is getting hotter.
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The participants learned about the IPCC warning re I.5 degrees Celsius, the role of fossil
fuels in Global Warming, the UNFCCC COPs, the SDGs, and mitigation and adaptation to
CC. They realised that they were helping to combat CC in their agroecology gardens when
they use natural fertilisers, and plant trees which act as carbon sinks as they sequestrate
carbon from the atmosphere. If they teach others especially their children not to use artificial
things, life on Earth will improve. The participants were afraid, but ready to take action.
Ritual of celebrating air as an element
The participants spent time in silence, thinking about their “Climate Sins.” They confessed
what they had done to pollute the air, including burning plastic and old clothes.
They made Commitments to reducing the greenhouse gases in our atmosphere:
Plant more trees.
Extend gardens for more greens
Bury waste instead of burning it.
Use cloth shopping bags instead of buying plastic bags in shops
Educate those around us not to boil a full kettle of water for one cup of hot water.
Switch off lights when there is no one in the room.
Switch off TV, radio and other appliances when they are not in use.
On 25 October, the Hlkozi gardeners who had attended the CC workshop shared with
those who hadn’t. They emphasised that CC is real and the urgency of teaching young people
to respect and love the environment as we only have 11 years left to reduce the greenhouse
gases that are causing C C. Ms Hlongwane reported that now she knew more about CC than
her daughter who is a nurse.
Business Training Workshop, Camp Jonathan, Eston, 28-29 October 2019
16 Gardeners from Hlokozi and Centocow attended. The workshop was run by a successful
businessman, Mthetho Mkhungo.
They learned: how to make a Business plan, about the entities available- The. Differences,
advantages and disadvantages and the Five pillars of a successful business - Price, Product,
Place, Promotion and People.
“I am now considering selling my garden produce locally as there are many things to
consider when selling in big markets and the overheads keep increasing. I have identified
local institutions as markets, schools, hospitals and churches. People are lazy to peel and cut
vegetables so selling already-prepared vegetables would be a strategy.”
“I learned that it is not easy to start and manage a business…. And it is okay to quit if it is not
working…. That was the main highlight for me because we force things even when we can
see that they are not working, because we are afraid that people will judge us as failures.”
They addressed problems: Householders in Centocow do not understand that garden
produce has a market value. They expect to be given produce when they ask for it. If the
request is refused, it can cause resentment between neighbours and within the community.
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Women who ask for handout vegetables are seen returning from the town, 40 kms away,
carrying cabbages they have bought.
When the gardeners begin to harvest their crops, they will be able to start practising their
business skills. Mthetho, the trainer is keen to mentor the gardeners in their business plans.

Business Training Group Exercise. Pic Mthetho Mkhungo
Business opportunities since the workshop
WLTP paid the Hlokozi gardeners for the food they provided for the Seed Planting Ritual
meal. (See below) The positive reactions to the meals show the potential for catering
businesses specialising in selling traditional food.
The experience in both Centocow and Hlokozi of not being able to buy seeds like sorghum
to introduce new crops for CC Adaptation, is an incentive to begin the serious work of
establishing seed banks and seed merchants.
Gardeners in the Centocow area decided against a bigger communal garden. The majority felt
that it was better, safer and more secure to plant at home.

Planting Rituals
Hlokozi 9 November 2019 Participants 44 (18 girls, 2 boys, 15 gardeners, 9 parents)
Centocow 4 December 2019 Participants 104 (58 girls, 8 boys, 15 gardeners, 22 parents, 1
indigenous leader)
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WLTP organised the rituals in Hlokozi and Centocow in Madzikane, planting seeds in a
homestead in each area. Seed planting is an ancient ritual that many communities do not
celebrate any more. There were rituals, music and dance, and in Centocow a play, to
educate the community about their history, the soil, water and identity. Girls planted the
garden led by older women to achieve WLTP’s aim to encourage inter-generational work
and transfer of knowledge by elders to younger people. This makes work easy in each
household. The ritual is included in the new publication.

Seed ritual in
Centocow, 4
December 2019,
picture S Mtungwa
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WLTP receives the Okayama UNESCO Award December 2019
WLTP received International recognition for its agricultural projects, when it won the
Okayama Japan UNESCO Award for Education for Sustainable Development. Nqobile
Masuku had completed the application at the invitation of the KZN Dept of Agriculture and
Rural Development, and Nontuthuko Xaba flew to Japan to receive the Award. The Award
added to the Provincial and National prizes WLTP received in 2018 for its agriculture
projects with youth.

4. Restoring Biodiversity
Biodiversity Theory of Change: Girls and Young Women free themselves from gender and
patriarchal stereotypical gender roles, to understand natural phenomena and to promote
biodiversity.
Biodiversity Objectives:
* To protect soil, water sources, forests and grasslands for household and species’
sustainability.
*To break gender barriers in conserving ecosystems and endangered species within them,
especially the Southern Groundhornbill, and other birds, frogs and snakes.

Biodiversity is declining at an alarming rate globally as well as within South Africa as
outlined in the UN Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and
Ecosystem Services (IPBES) and the National Biodiversity Assessment (SANBI 3 October
2019). This WLTP report outlines what WLTP staff and participants have achieved in trying
to promote the love for and importance of biodiversity as an antidote to Climate Change and
for the future survival of all creatures.

Bird Clubs and Outings
There are 15 bird club members in Hlokozi, 23 in KwaMashu and 43 in Centocow, 81 in all.
The Hlokozi group had two outings, one in the Hlokozi area and a second in the grounds of
King’s Grant Country Retreat in Ixopo. Those who attended the “Being a Better Birder”
course (See 3, page 2 below), shared with other members what they had learned.
KwaMashu did not have any outings because their guide, Penny de Vries, had a hip
replacement and was not available. Funding was also a problem. Instead some of the
members took part in two beach clean-ups and in the Climate Strike March in Durban on
20 September. The members were helped to understand the relationship between these
activities and the survival of birds.
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In Centocow, birding was integrated into the monthly meetings for Pre-teen and Teenage
girls. One of the girls studied a particular bird and taught the rest about it. The girls went
birding in the garden to learn to practise identifying birds. They had one outing.

Other Birding Events
Birdlife KZN Forum
3 staff members attended the Forum on 9 March. One staff member attended the Forum on
5 October. The Forum provides an opportunity to hone birding skills and get information
from the many highly-qualified presenters, as well as to Network and make others aware of
WLTP’s work. The younger WLTP staff members also improve the age and racial
demographics of the face of birding in KZN. The staff networked with Carina Coetzer (see 5
page 4) re the Bald Ibises in Centocow and Hlokozi and with Ernst Retief about KBAs.
Improving Birding skills
Two Staff members, Ntuh Xaba and Nomusa Mkhungo attended the Birdlife Forum in
Howick in March. They made contacts with key Birding professionals who are working on
projects to protect birds on the IUCN Red Data List, that are found in our areas, the Bald Ibis
and the Secretary Bird, and who are promoting Key Biodiversity Areas.
“Being a Better Birder Howick” 6 April 2019
The course was presented by biologists, Prof. Ticky and Nicolette Forbes.
Two teenage girls and one boy from each of the 3 groups attended the workshop.
They learned how to do bird atlassing and to recognise the genetic Family Groups of birds.
The course covered a wide range of topics: identifying birds by recognising the GISS
(General Impression Shape and Size); the 8 major flyways between the North and South that
birds use for migration to avoid Winter; Bird Taxonomy- Phylum, Class, Family, Genus and
Species; the changes in bird names over the decades and the reasons for that – 300 species in
Southern Africa have been renamed; learning to do Bird Atlassing on cellphones; birds in
literature, in songs and in poems. There was the fascinating story of a passionate American
birder, Phoebe Snettinger, who when she was diagnosed with cancer and was given five
months to live, did a Birding Big Year. She travelled all over the world, and lived for another
18 years, which shows how good birding is for people! The course was very Eurocentric and
underlines once again how important it is for Africans to become more involved in the avian
aspects of their cultural heritage.
Bird Guiding for 20 GroundWork activists attending the Environmental Justice School.
6-7 April
Staff members, Nomusa Mkhungo and Nontuthuko Xaba, ran an orientation to birding
session with 25 groundWork climate justice activists. On the following day the group
travelled to the Darvill Sewage Works in Pietermaritzburg, where WLTP Staff members took
them birding for 3 hours in this prime birding spot. Many in the group enjoyed the birding
experience and a few showed interest in working on wetland restoration in their home areas.
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Cape Parrot Count,
Centocow, 4-5 May 2019

Isn’t it cute? No wonder
people poach these endemic
birds and threaten their
existence. Here it is feeding on
Yellowwood fruit.

The Cape Parrot has an “Endangered” status in the IUCN Red List, but it occurs in good
numbers in the Centocow indigenous forests. WLTP has been monitoring the Parrots for the
past 18 years. On this occasion, Nqobile Masuku, WLTP Staff member, organised 21 Teen
girls and one Pre-teen girl to
Travel to the Gxalingenwa Forest in Makhuzeni where they counted the Parrots in groups,
from four different vantage points. The weather was very misty and only one group saw
Parrots, six in all. They learned that when doing research, a nil count is part of the findings
and adds to the knowledge of the birds. The girls were in the same group as Professor Colleen
Downs of the UKZN School of Life Sciences, who initiated the Cape Parrot Count 22 years
ago. The total Cape Parrot count in South Africa was 1 804. Of the approximately 100
volunteers, the WLTP girls were the youngest.

Nqobile (2nd
from R Back
row,) with 6
WLTP girls,
and Prof.
Colleen
Downs,
(middle
back row.) It
was misty
and difficult
to see the
parrots!
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Birdlife SA AGM 11 May 2019
Marilyn Aitken attended the AGM in Johannesburg. One very interesting talk by Claire
Spottiswoode described the mutual relationship between birds and humans, the Greater and
Lesser Honeyguides and honey gatherers in Mozambique and Tanzania. Listen to the calls in
this link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hGC4nG0RqYI
Launch of “Zulu Bird Names and Bird Lore” by Adrian Koopman
Nomusa Mkhungo and Marilyn Aitken attended
the launch. Nomusa was the only Zulu person
present! She made a very good contact with an
excellent birder, Eckhart Buchmann, who is
keen to share his skills with WLTP and to give
us small amounts of funding.
The groups have begun to share the information
in the book.

Partnership with the Mabula Ground Hornbill Project (MGP)
WLTP continued the partnership with the MGP in 2018. Lucy Kemp and Sophie Neller
met with staff members in Howick on 16 February to make plans for 2019. Sophie told us
about her research into the blue colouration of the skin on the Hornbills’ necks. She has
proved that males too have blue colouration, but the pattern differs enough from the females’
blue colouration to enable observers to sex the birds correctly.
Nontuthuko Xaba travelled to Johannesburg in April to attend the Southern Ground Hornbill
Working Group. WLTP staff members and bird club members continue to record sightings of
the birds in Hlokozi and Centocow.
In August, Nthabi Monama from the Mabula SGH Project, spent 2 weeks in Centocow and
Hlokozi schools educating students about the birds. During this visit, WLTP made contact
with commercial farmers in the Highflats area who are willing to work with Nontuthuko on
monitoring the birds.
Trip to Xolobeni, Pondoland, 27-30
September 2019
Picture: The birding group with some
of the host family at Sigidi.
The idea of visiting Xolobeni came
about through networking with
Sustaining the Wild Coast and the
Amadiba Crisis Committee (Amadiba
CC). The community has had an
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ongoing struggle for their indigenous lands against the attempt by an Australian mining
company to mine titanium in their sand dunes in the unique Centre of Plant Endemism in
their area, one of the last pristine areas on the South African shoreline. WLTP birders did a
trip that included a walking birding experience in Xolobeni of 3 day hikes of approximately
14 kms each, following the trail linking 3 villages, Sigidi, Mtolani and Mtentu. They
experienced the community’s tourism initiative that is an alternative to mining.
The trip was the highlight of the year’s events:
“Visiting Xolobeni was an adventurous and phenomenal experience, especially being in a
clean environment and breathing and smelling clean air. This was very different from my
visits to the city where I experience polluted air throughout my stay.” Nomusa.
“Of all the trips I have been on, including a visit to New York City, I enjoyed this trip the
most, sleeping in villages and walking 14 kms every day. I got a chance to exercise and learn
about the history of Xolobeni. I want to become an activist in kwaMashu which is a very toxic
place. I will encourage people to create natural places in their gardens by tree planting to
reduce the carbon dioxide and to attract birds.” Bongiwe
The Participants were accompanied by a Professional Bird Guide, Themba Mthembu the
owner of St Lucia BirdsnBirding.
“We were honoured and very privileged to have Themba in our group. We learned so much
about turning birding into a business career, as a black person. We should not expect to be
employed, but instead look for opportunities where we live and pursue those.“
“Themba knows about trees and rocks. It was an eye opener for us that if you are working
with birds you need to get to know things about their habitat and the scientific names of
plants and trees too. If as WLTP we want to have our own bird guides we would need to
provide such training. “

Themba was very impressed with the WLTP birders. He singled
out Bongiwe for special praise. He would like to develop a
partnership with WLTP “to achieve a much bigger picture.” He
has suggested 2 to 4 week long training courses that he would run
for 10 to 20
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Bongiwe Tsotetsi in the maroon jacket.
The group saw 35 bird species during the 3 day hike:
Two of the girls and one boy who have been birding for 5 years have more than 100 Species
on their lists. Many saw 5 or more “Lifers” (Birds seen for the first time) on the trip.
Activism against Mining
The WLTP staff and birders were very inspired by the level of Activism they found in the
Xolobeni community who are united in fighting against mining.
Conclusion
Despite battling to get sustainable funding for our biodiversity work, WLTP has made
progress in promoting biodiversity. We have made a number of strategic new contacts and
are creating spaces that future generations will be able to benefit from and enjoy.

5. Reclaiming Our Indigenous Identity
The grant from FIMI enabled work on indigenous issues, which has been in the background
of WLTP’s projects in the past, to take centre stage.
Workshop with Traditional and Community Leaders in Harry Gwala District
Municipality, 11-12 November 2019
One of the aims for this workshop was to strengthen WLTP’s relationship with the leaders in
the area where it operates. This relationship has been there in the past, however from 2015 till
now WLTP has not been able to meet face to face except for one on one meetings. One of the
topics that was discussed at length was Traditional and Community Leaders taking their role
in educating their youth about their culture and heritage as part of their identity. This meeting
was very successful and all the leaders formulated plans on what they will do in their areas.
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They were impressed with WLTP’s courage to work with them and with the youth in their
areas. “I am very happy that you are working with girls. Please work with boys as well
because their eyes need to be opened on women’s issues”. AmaKhuze Headman Siwela.
Topics: United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People (UNDRIP):
Culture and Traditions, Seed as Life, Seed preservation, Indigenous ways of planting.

The Shiyabanye Traditional Authority (Hlokozi) discusses its plans for the future.
Pic. Sibongile Mtungwa
WLTP learned that the Indigenous Leaders have a deep understanding of seeds.
The Agroecology gardeners shared, “As gardeners we do not buy most of our seeds because
we have been taught how to harvest and store seeds.” Bonakele Ngcobo. They have attracted
their younger family members and youth to agroecology. “We have introduced youth and
children to traditional foods from the gardens. We did not believe they would ever be
interested, but after we ourselves had been taught in WLTP to eat traditional food, we were
then encouraged to help our children eat it as well.” Ms Hlongwa.
During the planting rituals, more than 100 children and youth ate all the traditional food that
was served and wanted to take samples home, but there was none left.
The Indigenous leaders confirmed that they are interested in issues related to Key
Biodiversity Areas and biodiversity. Shiyabanye Tribal Authority prioritised heirloom
seeds, agroecology and water; Mabandla highlighted the need to protect their indigenous
forests as a home for birds and buck, and as sources of clean air and water. They adjoin the
Ntsikeni Wetland Protected Area. Marhambeni chose to target local heritage sites, food and
sustainable living; Madzikane prioritised their indigenous forests and clean air and the
protection of Ground Hornbills, as well as the preservation of important sites for traditional
rituals and the growing of traditional food.
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Indigenous Community Ritual, Ingcubhe. Centocow. February 2019.
Sbongile worked with the Indigenous Leaders in Centocow and Hlokozi, prior to the
“Ingcubhe”, the Ritual of Fresh Food.
On the two days of Incubhe, women were freed from wearing the “umnqwazo” (beret, hat,
head scarf) and widows from their black mourning attire. It was liberating for women to be
exempted from these culturally imposed customs, but it was not done with the aim of freeing
women from burdens; it was done so that the village would be free from the ‘bad luck’
associated with women bearing “the dark cloud” of family conflicts and troubles, represented
by black attire, thus spoiling the ritual.
Women and girls prepare for the ritual by picking branches of green leaves and weaving
these into their hair. These ‘Green Heads’ express how women and girls are connected to
nature,
The ritual involved washing yourself and also being
washed by others in the deepest ‘pure’ pools of
water from the Ngwangwane River. This was a
communal, collective spiritual cleansing of
hardships, bad spirits, sickness or whatever else was
troubling
individuals
and
the
community. Communities have their conflicts, but
they rise above them to be together, happy and
proud of being Bhacas.
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Many people view water as a commodity that comes from a tap, for consumption only. They
do not make connections to the sources of water for Ingcubhe and similar rituals. They do not
understand the consequences of the rivers and wells being polluted by waste and chemicals.
This is an opportunity for WLTP to help people grasp and understand better that rivers and
streams are sacred and should not be polluted.
Water
is
integral
to
indigenous
communities. Currently, fetching water is a
struggle for girls and women. It is
important to link the water struggles of
girls to that of Indigenous Knowledge and
spirituality. Water is a necessity for life
and for many rituals of cleansing, healing,
ingcubhe and umemulo (a celebration for
girls who have reached puberty). A more
holistic approach towards water needs to
be developed.
The Centocow ritual highlighted the need to work on purifying the water – rivers and
streams- and to address the erosion in the mountainous areas where the ritual is held.
There was patriarchal behaviour during the ritual with some men making disrespectful
advances towards young women. One tried to court a young woman with the help of another
young man. This kind of arrogance has become the norm among some young men.
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A small number of girls and young women did not go because of the discrimination against
girls and unmarried young women. Those who are no longer virgins have to watch their peers
in beautiful attire, dancing and being appreciated by the community. Some married women
victimise unmarried mothers by refusing to allow them to take part in the ritual or by
preventing them from receiving food at the homesteads where food is served along the
way. These girls and women are given a very derogatory name, “dikazi”. In contrast,
unmarried men who have children are allowed to take part fully.
Sbongile interviewed some older people. They began speaking in Zulu and were shocked
when she asked them questions in isiBhaca. When asked why they did not speak isiBhaca,
they replied that at school they had not been allowed to speak the language. Their younger
family members are ashamed when their elders speak the language, because it is regarded as
the language of uneducated, uncivilised, barbaric people. But for Sbongile, isiBhaca carries
the best memories of her childhood, deeper than expression. “I was sad to think that we may
not hear this language if we do not act quickly. I regret not teaching my children the
language.”
The Bhaca and Pondo languages are among the most marginalised languages in the country.
The two tribes suffered injustice in the Colonial and Apartheid eras and they still suffer if
they do not identify with the 11 official South African languages, especially isiXhosa and
isiZulu which are actually their second languages.
The ritual affirmed that Biodiversity, nature and environment are the source of livelihood and
spiritual well being for people. By celebrating such rituals, rural people show their
connectedness to nature and require support in protecting Biodiversity. There is an
opportunity for communities to restore such heritage for the coming generations. There is a
close link between the loss of biodiversity and the loss of language, as language is considered
to be an aspect of biodiversity. WLTP staff members have a role to promote biodiversity
because they are from, and work in these communities.
After the Ingcubhe ritual, Sbongile discused the gender and water issues with the traditional
leaders. She highlighted the problem that many girls do not attend Ingcubhe for fear of
ukuThwala, being abducted for marriage. Young people need to be drawn into the ritual and
embrace it as part of their identity. The traditional leaders made a commitment to work with
WLTP on the gender and environmental problems.
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Global Leadership School (GLS)
2019

22 April – 3 May

WLTP sent a young woman, Zimelwethu Zulu from
Madzikane, Centocow, to the FIMI Global Leadership
School (GLS) in New York City. Nomusa Mkhungo
perfected the skills required to get a US Visa. The GLS
was held at Columbia University for week 1 and at the
UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues (UNPFII)
during the second week.
Zime engaged with the coordinator of the GLS and the
other indigenous participants from 8 countries worldwide
before the GLS. In the preparation process Zime realised
that she has a wealth of Indigenous Knowledge. Her
grandmother speaks one of the threatened languages,
isiBhaca, and Zime also speaks the language very well. This was a highlight because her
peers don’t know the language and they don’t try to speak it. Speaking the Bhaca language as
part of girls’ and young women’s identity is emerging. There are possibilities for them to do
more research on the language and network with other groups like the Pondos of Xolobeni
who experience the same threat to their language.
During the GLS, Zime improved her advocacy skills and become aware of the global
instruments available to strengthen indigenous peoples’ power to advocate for their causes
and against oppression. “Today was so productive. The founder of FIMI told us how she had
started FIMI by following her passion. She encouraged us too to follow our passions because
you will never know where that will take you. Diego Titian who works for the UN on
indigenous issues told us about the 3 mechanisms related to indigenous people's human rights
- Experts, Special rapporteurs and the UNPFII,” Zime Zulu
At the time of the UNPFII, a crisis had developed in Xolobeni caused by the Minister of
Minerals, Gwede Mantashe. Zime, raised her concern about this crisis with Mr Obed Bapela,
the Deputy Minister of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs who was the leader
of the South African high-level delegation to the UNPFII. He promised to talk to Mr
Mantashe about the problem.
In her follow-up advocacy project Zime will try to influence young women to respect
themselves through understanding their identity and learning to speak the isiBhaca.language.
She has organised young women and girls through social media.
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6. Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E)
Our part-time fundraiser, Gita Dickinson doubles up as our M&E specialist. She is no longer
a “consultant”, but a valued part of the team, who has helped to build our operational capacity.
She believes that WLTP is unique in its pioneering work that deserves better recognition and
support from donor agencies.

7. Studies
Some staff members have been very busy. Nontuthuko Xaba spent two months in her final
face to face studies for a Training for Transformation Diploma at the Grail Centre in
Kleinmond.
Sbongile graduated as an Atlantic Philanthropies Fellow and attended two Fellows’
gatherings in Oxford in March and July. She completed her on-line Master’s Degree studies
at Maynooth University in Dublin in September 2019. Sbongile’s research dovetailed very
well with WLTP’s work and added value to it.
Sbongile’s insights and talent for gender and IK analysis are at last being recognised and she
is in demand as a guest on radio Talk Shows and as a someone who can present gender issues
in workshops.

8. Resource material/ publications.

The Publication, “YaThsonga ke iMbokodzo”. The Grinding Stone Remembers
Staff are gathering and writing material in isBhaca, isiZulu and English for the book on
aspects of Indigenous Identity, Indigenous Knowledge (IK) and rituals. It will be published
in early 2020.
Three manuals and other publications are available to download on WLTP’s website
www.wltp.co.za

9. The Future
WLTP has been recognised in many ways.during 2019. WLTP projects won prizes, the
managing director was enrolled as a Fellow to join other prestigious Atlantic Fellows, staff
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members received compliments on their presentations of the project work and many people
pass compliments on the unique, innovative work WLTP is engaged in. Our hope is that in
2020 this recognition will translate into substantial long-term funding.

10. Donor funds and other income received during 2019
We are very grateful to all those who supported our work during 2019.
African Women’s Development Fund
Action 24 (European Union)
Devon Centocow Link (Quakers SW UK)
Foundation for Human Rights
FIMI/AYNI (International Fund for Indigenous Women)
Global Greengrants Fund
International Grail
Okayama Japan UNESCO Award
Maire Pompe
Grail Nucleus
Sale Ground Hornbill sculpture
Various small donations
Interest
Total

In kind
Mike and Yvonne Spain, Celia Moore, Lorraine Naude, and Marilyn
Aitken provided free accommodation for staff members to enable
regular staff meetings to happen.

207 790
63 176
47 000
120 000
635 905
56 421
47 326
42 406
35 947
25 000
25 000
6 158
8 391
1 320 522

11. Thanks to the WLTP Board
Members: Dr Mary Hlalele (Chair), Ms Tembeka Dambuza (Vice Chair), Trish Crawley,
Ms Julia hanyile, Ms Marilyn Aitken, Ms Emilia Charbonneau (resigned in June), Sbongile
Qwabe Ngubane.
WLTP would like to thank the Board Members for supporting us throughout. We would like
to give a special thanks to Emilia Charbonneau who has been a long serving member of the
Board. Emilia Dreamt, Inspired, Mentored and Supported WLTP in so many ways beyond
comprehension. She is now retired with her family in the USA. WLTP would also like to
welcome Sbongile Qwabe Ngubane as the youngest Board Member who came to WLTP as a
teenage girl. We hope your talent and skills will grow WLTP to reach more girls and
women.
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The Women’s Leadership and Training Programme
P.O.Box 145, Underberg, 3257, KwaZulu Natal, South Africa
+27 (0) 795237453/ +27 (0) 33 239 4301
smtungwa@yahoo.com, maitken@wltp.co.za
Director: Sibongile Mtungwa
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